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Abstract: This paper contains an explanation about 

Ettercap tool also its performance; this is a free open 

source tool that can launch man-in the middle-attack. 

It is far a software for study network traffic passing 

via a computer interface, however with additional 

capability. This system can help you to do assaults 

like “man in the middle “ to pressure any other pc to 

send packets no longer to the router, however to you. 

As an instance, the device transfer a request to 

gadgets at the network, as an example, “ who’s 

192.168.1.1” and the router , upon seeing its deal with, 

will transfer in response its MAC. Then it will likely 

be shop records in the cache. However we are able to 

use Ettercap to tell the target computer to replace 

ARP cache and ship MAC deal with instead of the 

MAC address of the router. 

Then all of the datas might be send to us, and we are 

able to transfer them where important. For capture 

the traffic we use the tool Wireshark. Wireshark is a 

network protocol analyser that captures packets from 

a network connection. The packet may be of the 

important data like username or password and more.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ettercap is a powerful information sniffer and ARP 

cache poisoning device for Unix based totally 

systems. It can carry out MAC and IP primarily 

based sniffing, intercept and adjust data’s, decrypt 

passwords and launch a denial of service attack in 

opposition to different Ethernet hosts. 

Ettercap has additionally been ported to home home 

windows structures, but is fantastically volatile and 

now not supported on home home windows. At the 

time of  the writing if this paper, Ettercap 0.6 b is the 

present day model of  Ettercap Sniffing website 

online visitors on a hubbed network may be 

accomplished by way of any regular packet sniffer 

which include Microsoft community display, ethereal 

and tcp unload, but sniffing non broadcast packets on 

switched networks may be completed thru ARP 

cache poisoning. Ettercap can perform the traditional 

“guy inside the middle assault” by way of sending 

fake ARP replies. Ettercap is able to capturing 

interpreting HTTP, FTP, SSH1,SMTP,POP and SSL 

passwords. 

 

Requirements: 

 Kali Linux Software 

 Ettercap and Wireshark tool 

 Victim IP address 

Features 

 IP-based: datas are intercepting on the basis of IP begin 

point and end point. 

 MAC-based: data’s are filtered on the basis of MAC 

address, useful for sniffing connections through a 

gateway. 

 ARP-based: use ARP poisoning to sniff packet through a 

network between router and suffer.  

 Public ARP-based: use ARP poisoning to intercept on a 

switched LAN from a suffer host to all other. 

 SSH1 support: the sniffing of a username and password, 

and also the data of an SSH1 connection 

 HTTPS support: the sniffing of HTTP SSL secured 

packet 

 Remote traffic via  GRE tunnel. 

 Plug-in support: creation of custom plugins through the 

use of  Ettercap's API. 

 Packet filtering/dropping 

 OS fingerprinting: finding the Operating System of 

suffer host and  network adapter. 

 stop a connection:  from the connections-list choose the 

killing connections. 

 Passive scanning of the LAN. 

 Hijacking of DNS requests. 
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II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 Open the Terminal in system and sort “ Ettercap-G” to 

start the graphical model of Ettercap. We are going to 

use wkan0 which means that wifi connection. And click 

on be given(Tick Button) shown in the above 

photograph. Sniffing at beginning is enabled. 

 

The sniffing is automatically started. we want to find 

the ip address of target system. For that click on the 

host list and click on search button for scan the ip 

address of target machines. 

 

In MITM, our target is the host system, and the course 

could be the router deal with to forward the traffic. So, 

we will add the sufferer as goal 1 and the router cope 

with as goal 2. The aim 1 could be sufferer IP and aim 2 

will be router IP. 

 

 

Now click on MITM menu and click on ARP poisoning 

Next, check the option “Sniff remote connections” and 

click OK. This poisoning will start ARP. 

Limitations 

 Users will need to run Ettercap on Linux or Mac 

computers in order for it to run properly. 

 Ettercap is that the source compilation for 

the software program   calls      

for several dependencies and developer libraries so 

that you can feature properly. 

III. IMPLIMENTATION 

Open the Terminal in system and enter “Ettercap-G” 

which is a graphical command  to begin  the Ettercap. 

We are going to use ―wlan0 connection. And click on 

accept ( Tick Button) shown in the above photo. 

 

Sniffing at starting is enabled. 

The sniffing is automatically started. Now choose the 

targets. 

Find the ip address of target system. For that click on the 

host list and click on search button for scan the ip 

address of target machines  

 

 

In an MITM attack, the attacker will intercept the 

network and sniffs the content. So you will add the suffer 

as aim 1 and the router address as aim 2. 

In this situation, our aim is 192.168.1.37 and the router is 

192.168. 1.1. The aim 1 will be suffer IP and aim 2 will be 

router IP. 

Click now on MITM from menu and also press on ARP 

poisoning, 

Thereafter, check the option Sniff remote   connections 

and click OK. 

This ARP will start to mess up the network  card in 

promiscuous mode  the traffic can now be intercept. 

    

Open wireshark 
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Select wlan0 connection and click on the ―start capturing 

traffic 

 

 

During the capturing, Wireshark will shows you the 

datas that it take snapshot in real-time. 

 

RESULT 

If victim login to a website which is in http.  

We can sniff the packet and can view the content of that 

packet trying to login http://login.petrolweb.net site . 

The Username is ―myself‖ and  Password is ―justin 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We can see the given username and password.  

Ettercap is a tool for the man in the middle attacks. It 

features live communications sniffing, packet filtering on 

the fly, and many other interesting tricks. It supports 

active and passive slicing of many protocols and includes 

many capabilities for network and host analysis. While 

choosing this approach, ettercap will poison the host’s 

arp cache, indentifying itself as the alternate host. 

Once the arp caches are poisoned, the 

two hosts begin the relationship, but their packets may 

be despatched to us, and we are able to file them 

and, next, forward them to the proper aspect of the 

connection. So the connection is transparent to 

the victims, no longer arguing that they may be sniffed. 
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